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Open Source Hardware:An Introductory Approach covers many aspects of
preliminary thoughts on Open Source Hardware. This book is unique of its
own kind to present concepts, evolution, and futuristic exploration in the
areas of newly emerging freedom on computer hardvvares. This book
contains design prospects, business models of IP sharing of Open Source
Hardware. One of vital topics covered in this book is Open Source
Hardware licences where definition and comparisons between the various
available licenses have been highlighted. Further, the case studies on the
two most promising Open Source Hardware platforms, Arduino and
BeagleBoard have been explored. Relationship between Open Source
Software and Hardware is presented lucidly. Lastly, another emerging area
of Computer Science, Internet of Things (loT) has been merged with the
prospective of enlisting the present scenario of loT in Open Source
Hardware. This book will be useful for the engineering students, practicing
engineers, and researches in the relevant field.
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(Preface

As the years passed, and computers shrunk in size yet

increased in number, there was no medium for programmer to

intermingleand trade information. With the rise of internet in late 90's,

Open source mechanism brought together the community therein

developing a podium where programmers would gather and exchange

information to build an open source software / hardware to be used in

present as well as future.

Open Source Software is emerging towards the positive stake and the

exposure is being made in an effectual manner. Numerous proprietary

software companies are identifying the value of the so called "open

source". On the other hand Open Source Hardware came in the picture

which facilitated the user to grab the information about the hardware

for .free. The information comprised of hardware design (i.e.

mechanical drawings, schematics, PCB layout data, HDL source code

and integrated circuit layout data), in addition to the software that

drives the hardware, are all released.

We have a sincere and strong belief that without using almost any

jargonsand mathematics, we can studymoreaspects of "OpenSource"

technology. The idea is that even the person with little or no

background in computers willbe ableto grasp themainconcepts of it.
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Orientation. An attempt has been made to cover the topics in
an appropriate sequence.

Style. An attempt has been made to keep the language very
pie with the explanation readily understandable.

ents. An attempt has been made to cover the important
tures especially the case study on the emerging Open

Source Hardware i.e. Arduino and BeagleBoard.
Visual Approach; The book features numerous illustrations
and diagram for an easier grasp of the concept highlighted.
Pedagogical Features: Every chapter contains the list of Key
concepts and references.

book is as follow.

1 provides the b.rt,

chapter covers the introd material of the subject. The
Hardware, comparisons
source, and also ^""^0 software / closed

various open source softwa ""P°"ance of an Open future using
and hardware's

r. , ^ and its evolution.Chapter 3 focus.. .rfc . "'ce and its evolution.

fi. ^^°"cepts of development. V/c

processes. ^" Hardware projects, Open

/- /

'"odels for q
Incepts of ip Hardware

haring jo hardware and

Software, Strategies for Commodity producers and Economic

Motivations.

Chapter 5 introduces the concepts of Open Source Hardware

foundation that deals with the aspects of OSHWA (Open Source

Hardware Associations), OSHW principles, definitions, OSHW survey.

Chapter 6 explains the various Open Source Hardware Licenses and

their comparisons.

Chapter 7 focuses on the Case Study of the emerging Open Source

Hardware especially Arduino and Beagleboard.

Chapter 8 explains the relations between the Open Source Hardware

and Open Source Software.

Chapter 9 covers Internet of Things that highlights the aspects of loT

Consortium, Cloud Computingand loT based on Clouds.

A number of appendices provide the solid base of Case studies.

Licenses and other techniques.

We hope that the book has a significant use for the professional,

teachers and studentsexploring field of "Open Source Hardware".

July, 2013

Gangtok, India
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Open Source Software

develonrntirT '̂" practice of open-source software
^ collaboration, with the

available at'no and documentation
development of ^PubHc. This model is also used for the
photovoltaictechnologyrdTn''̂ ^^^^ technologies. solargy and open-source drug discovery.
An organizational benefit frnm .u
includes Reliability Stabift Source Software
Support and AccountabiUt^ '̂ "^ost. Flexibility, Freedom,
M^ny people use open sou
Creative Commons", "Gpi" (OSS) licenses such as

and other similar OSI aoDro a "BSD" or "MiT"
having aseparate /umqne ,1 ™ f Th=re may be abenefit to
epatented (unlike softwarel nf ^^""dware because hardware can

hardware licenses. has recently been calls for open

Computer software is Pce
source licenses " ""der free
rr,„„ •^°ftware that fits it, r- ^®ftware licenses and open

source Def,^eSoftware Dcfiniiion also nreets the

1.3

Open (source) har,i

electromechanical projects. Tk"!"'" a licen,-®'s to Say e] '"8 agreement for
'' and robotics and
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other mechanical projects are open hardware if they are documented
and published underan open hardware license.

Anopen hardware license is basically an agreement bythe author(s) of
the work that allows other people to use that work for free, without
paying royalties, licensing fees, etc. as long as certain constraints are
followed. The most common constraints are "attribution requirements,"

for example requiring anybody who uses the work to place the name of
the original author(s) prominently on the final project. Another
common constraint is "share-alike" that means that any derivative work

must be released under a similar license.

Open-source hardware consists of physical artifacts of technology
designed and offered by the open design movement. Both free and
open-source software (FOSS) as well as open-source hardware is
created by this open-source culture movement and applies a like
concept to a variety of components. The term usually means that
information about the hardware is easily discerned. Hardware design
(i.e. mechanical drawings, schematics, bills of material, PCB layout
data, HDLsourcecode and integrated circuit layout data), in addition to
the software that drives the hardware, are all released with the FOSS

approach.

Various open source hardware licenses are Opencores prefers the
LGPL or a Modified BSD License, FreeCores insists on the GPL, Open
Hardware Foundation promotes "copyleft" or other permissive
licenses", the Open Graphics Project uses a variety of licenses,
including the MIT license, GPL, and a proprietary license, and the
Balloon Project wrote their own license. New hardware licenses are
often termed as the "hardware equivalent" of a well-known OSS
license, such as the GPL, LGPL, or BSD license. Also, the noteworthy
OOH license includes the TAPR Open Hardware License, Balloon
Open Hardware License, Hardware Design Public License, CERN
Open Hardware License (OHL), TheSolderpad License.
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An Open Future

the da^JJL'%LTer^whe Proprietary software. At
rooms software. ' ^ ®computer occupied entire
spread

improved by anyone interested'̂ '
existed. ' P®" source community thereby

lmb«,TcZum^ i" yet increased in
camaraderie among the microco "^^ere was no feeling ofthrough the '80s. There was P'̂ ^^^rnmers from the late '70s
information. onim for them to interact and trade

With the rise of the Internet in the '90.
brought together a community Th i software has again
thousands can gather to build onen ! Provides a place where
the fijture. Writing software is apain software for the present and

^ "^communitymovement.
The motivations of those in this new on.
write quality software for themselves -S " community are to
who perform creative work due to intr'in! that those
than those who are promised rewards for'° do better work
professional programmers as easily as to^l aPP'"" to
Open source programmers write what thev h
they produce better work. because they want to, so

Open source programmers in the com
their work to the outside world. Ifs Pride in exhibiting
hobbyists take their cars to shows: because^tr classic car
«l=„.s. Open soprce ««>0 show „ff ,^eir

and make it

Open source software is growing in popui •
is increasing. Publicity is getting to be 0,0'"'!'"'̂ of growth

12 '"°^^^f^ective.More

and moreproprietary software companies are recognizing the value of
open source. For instance, Netscape released Mozilla, an open source
version of Communicator, to the public in early 1998. Even Microsoft
is hinting that it may make some of Windows NT's source code
available to the public.

1.5 Open Source Vs Closed Source

The debate over open source vs. closed source (alternatively
called proprietary software) is the vital topicin the market.

The top four reasons (as provided by Open Source Business
Conference survey) individuals or organizations choose open source
software are: lower cost, security, no vendor 'lock in', and better
quality.

Since innovative companies no longer rely heavily on software sales,
proprietary software has become less of a necessity. In this way, open
source software provides solutions to unique or specific problems. As
such, it is reported that 98% of enterprise-level companies use open
source software offerings in somecapacity.

On the other hand, open-source software does have its own flaws. One
of the greatest barriers facing wide acceptance of open-source software
relates to the lack of technical and general support. Open-source
companies often combat this by offering support sometimes under a
different product name. Acquia provides enterprise-level support for its
open-source alternative, Drupal, for instance.

Many arguments pops up that open source software is inherently safer
because any person can view, edit, and change code, whereas, with
closed-source software individuals that do not have the permission to
manipulate and update the existing software and it is to be used as per
framed by the developers.
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1.6 Open Source Vs Free Software

J''® "open source" fosters an ambiguity of a difTerenwnd such that it confuses the mere availability of the source with the
heedom to use, modify, and redistribute it. Developers have used the

emative terms Free/open source Software (FOSS), or Free/Libr
Z, (FLOSS), consequently, to describe open source
software which IS also free software.

howev"",? '̂" intended to be trademark able:however, the term was deemed too descriptive, so no trademark exists-

licensed only to people whojre
InSv^ list ^

whThTo^ different terms for
descrLZo ."Shts, or freedoms, for the user. Theysource and freeToftta
which is free from o software libre) both describe
copied stuHipH "crous licensing restrictions. It may p^ge
soCe ^ li": •''' without restriction- Fnot the same as freeware, software available at zero pt'C

identical to'di" frer^^o software was written to g'g^ of
software that is fre definition. There are very . ^jce
!®-a.Thed^^ not open source software- ^ ..j^jsis-
"Free software" is Tr" ^i^®""® ^hey place the P

the goal of of giving the user fteedn^^^^ge'
highlights that the sr^ ^ software movement. "OP®" of th®term usually emnhr,c'"^^^ viewable to all; proponent jg
caused by the devd^ the software and opulaf
aitiong free atid open which are possible and P®Pcn source software projects
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(GPL or copyleft). In 1986 Larry Wall released PERL, the language
that is behind most of the "live content" on the web.

After the release of Minix, a version of UNIX for the PC, Mac, Amiga

and Atari ST, by Andrew Tannenbaum in 1987, Linus Torvaid released

a new variant of Unix, Linux, in 1989 which he copylefted in 1992.

Then the story speeded up from the creation in 1994 of Red Hat, now a
major Linux distributor, to the release of Netscape's source code in

1998 and it is continuing. It is quite striking that some OSS projects are

large and complex and still have succeeded in achieving commercial
quality. A number of open source products, such as Apache or
Sendmail, dominate the market in their categories.
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